
Amazon Web Services – Systems
Operation  and  DevOps
Engineering Fast Track

Systems Operation and DevOps
Engineering Fast Track

(Bootcamp)

За Курса
This bundle combines the System Operations on AWS and DevOps
Engineering on AWS courses and is delivered in an accelerated
timeframe, saving you time and money. In this course, you will
learn how to configure, deploy, and manage operations on the
AWS platform using system administration, cloud computing, and
networking  skills.  Our  expert  instructors  will  provide
industry techniques and best practices used by AWS system
administrators, so you can efficiently utilize AWS tools and
capabilities through the network management process. You will
also learn how to use the most common DevOps patterns to
develop, deploy, and maintain applications on AWS using the
core  principles  of  the  DevOps  methodology.  You’ll  gain
important  knowledge  and  be  able  to  practice  your  skills
through use cases, live labs, and hands-on exercises. At the
end of this course, you will be able to develop, launch, and
manage scalable, automated, and repeatable deployments of AWS
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systems to create a more efficient network

Цели
Use standard AWS infrastructure features such as
Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (VPC), Amazon Elastic
Compute Cloud (EC2), Elastic Load Balancing, and
Auto Scaling from the command line
Use  AWS  CloudFormation  and  other  automation
technologies to produce stacks of AWS resources
that can be deployed in an automated, repeatable
fashion
Build  functioning  virtual  private  networks  with
Amazon  VPC  from  the  ground  up  using  the  AWS
Management  Console
Deploy  Amazon  EC2  instances  using  command  line
calls and troubleshoot the most common problems
with instances
Monitor the health of Amazon EC2 instances and
other AWS services
Manage  user  identity,  AWS  permissions,  and
security in the cloud
Manage  resource  consumption  in  an  AWS  account
using tools such as Amazon CloudWatch, tagging,
and Trusted Advisor
Select  and  implement  the  best  strategy  for
creating reusable Amazon EC2 instances
Configure  a  set  of  Amazon  EC2  instances  that
launch behind a load balancer, with the system
scaling up and down in response to demand
Edit and troubleshoot a basic AWS CloudFormation
stack definition
Use the principal concepts and practices behind
the DevOps methodology



Design and implement an infrastructure on AWS that
supports one or more DevOps development projects
Use AWS CloudFormation and AWS OpsWorks to deploy
the  infrastructure  necessary  to  create
development, test, and production environments for
a software development project
Use AWS CodeCommit and understand the array of
options  for  enabling  a  Continuous  Integration
environment on AWS
Use AWS CodePipeline to design and implement a
Continuous  Integration  and  Delivery  pipeline  on
AWS
Implement several common Continuous Deployment use
cases using AWS technologies, including blue/green
deployment and A/B testing
Distinguish  between  the  array  of  application
deployment  technologies  available  on  AWS
(including  AWS  CodeDeploy,  AWS  Opsworks,  AWS
Elastic Beanstalk, Amazon EC2 Container Service,
and  Amazon  EC2  Container  Registry),  and  decide
which technology best fits a given scenario
Fine-tune the applications you deliver on AWS for
high  performance  and  use  AWS  tools  and
technologies  to  monitor  your  application  and
environment for potential issues

Курсът е предназначен за

Systems  administrators,  operations  managers,  and
individuals responsible for supporting operations on the
AWS platform



Формат на курса

Присъствен Курс

Онлайн  (Live)
Отдалечен

 

Език на курса: български (английски е наличен като опция)

Метериали: в електронен формат, включени в цената

Лабораторна среда: всеки курсист разполага със собствена лаб
среда, където се провеждат упражненията, част от курса.
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Продължителност
5 работни дни (понеделник – петък 09:00 – 17:00)

или

40 уч.ч. обучение (теория и практика) в извънработно
време с продължителност 2 седмици
събота и неделя 10:00 – 14:00, 14:00 – 18:00, 18:00 –
22:00
понеделник и сряда 19:00 – 23:00
вторник и четвъртък 19:00 – 23:00

Плащане

Заявка  за  издаване  на  фактура  се  приема  към  момента  на
записването на съответния курс.

Фактура се издава в рамките на 7 дни от потвърждаване на
плащането.

Предстоящи Курсове

Няма предстоящи събития.

За повече информация използвайте формата за контакт.
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Ще се свържем с Вас за потвърждаване на датите.

 

Предпоставки (Изисквания) за
Участие

Working  knowledge  of  one  or  more  high-level
programming  languages  (C#,  Java,  PHP,  Ruby,
Python,  etc.)
Working  knowledge  of  systems  administration  or
software development
Familiarity with cloud computing concepts
Some experience with maintaining operating systems
at  the  command  line  (shell  scripting  in  Linux
environments, cmd or PowerShell in Windows)
Basic knowledge of networking protocols (TCP/IP,
HTTP)
Intermediate knowledge of administering Linux or
Windows systems at the command-line level
Working experience with AWS using both the AWS
Management  Console  and  the  AWS  Command  Line
Interface  (AWS  CLI)

Курсът подготвя за следните
сертификационни нива

 

AWS Certified SysOps Administrator – Associate


